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- VISUALIZING THE AEC WORLD -

here is no question that technology is growing at an unimaginable pace these days. For years now
3d rendered images, were seen as a ‘nice to have’ feature and was thrown out once the project had
been won. So what role does it play nowadays? Utilizing 3D rendered models not only helps AEC
professionals and designers better understand the entire project plans but also gives companies
the ability to give their clients and stakeholders better visibility and collaboration across the project’s
lifecycle. Also, 3d design visualization helps lower the risk of error throughout the project’s lifecycle.

With the rise of VR, AR and MR comes a whole new way for companies in the AEC Industry to save time and money
in design changes by virtually or physically walking around the model and making changes as they come up. This
paper is designed to shed some light on what makes some of the popular visualization programs on the market
today power and some of the key differences between them. Those who choose to embrace this technology now
will reap the benifiets of staying ahead of the ever changing technology in the AEC Industry.
What are the differences between Virtual Reality “VR”, Augmented Reality “AR” and Mixed Reality” MR”?
Virtual Reality (VR):
Virtual Reality Is a completely immersive experience where the user loses all sense of where they are at in the real
world. VR enables a designer to physically walk around and inspect and make changes to their model virtually at a
1:1 or table top scale mode for errors before they finalize it.
Augmented Reality (AR):
Augmented Reality projects Holographic 3d models into the real world. Think Pokemon Go, Snapchat filters
AR Bitmoji. This technology is still in its early stages of development but is growing a rapid pace and is gaining
popularity in the AEC Industry.
Mixed Reality (MR):
Mixed Reality is a mixture of VR and AR which enables the user to engage with digital content and interact with
holograms in the real world around. Users are able to see and interact with these holographic models by wearing
a headset and using hand gestures. This technology is still in its early stages of development but is growing a
rapid pace.
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nscape is a virtual reality and real-time rendering
engine for Revit, Sketchup and ArchiCAD. Enscape
will immediately show the changes made to the
project, even in VR. In terms of price, ease-of-use
and quality, Enscape is leading the way in the
AEC industry. Enscape offers a great variety of

option to be able to share your model in its current state with
the client. 							
				

Pros:
- Great render quality right out of the box
- Great price
- Very little learning curve
- Relatime model updates

Cons:
- No ability to pull up BIM information inside the
Enscape viewer
- No animated people or vehicles
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uzor has a suite of solutions for your project’s lifecycle. Fuzor’s suite of tools offers users the ability
to have real-time updates from your Revit model in the early stages of conception all the way to
VDC, while giving stakeholders the ability to virtually walk through the model at the same time.
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FUZOR
Pros:

Cons:

- Bi-Directional Live Link within Revit (Changes in
Revit will update in Fuzor, Changes in Fuzor will
update in Revit)

- No free trial

- Ability to click on any object within the scene and
pull the BIM Information of that object.

- Visual quality could be better (has the gamer look
to it)
- Steep price tag

- Full animation of people and vehicles.
- AR ability
- Export the entire 3d model to IOS and Android to
walk around in
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umion is very popular in the AEC world for its ease of use and its
ability to achieve amazing results in a short amount of time. Simply

import the CAD model from your favorite modeling software and
dress up the scene with lifelike landscapes, trees and plants, people,
cars and more. Add effects for photorealistic or conceptual results
and easily create results that will help with creating a realistic feel of

space within your model.						

Pros:
- Huge library of High-Quality content
- Ability to view model changes in real time from Revit, SketchUp, ArchiCad and
Rhino.
- Ability to combine multiple different programs into one. (Ability to combine
Civil 3D with Infraworks and combine all this with the Revit model inside Lumion
and more.)
- Ability to handle large files with ease.
- Animated People and Vehicles

Cons:
- Limited VR capabilities
- No IOS export options
- No BIM information
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V-RA

haos Group (the makers of V-Ray) have been leading the way for
rendering engines around the world for the last 20 years. It is
used by architectural firms, advertising agencies, visual effects
and game development companies around the globe. When you
see a rendering, and you can’t tell if it is an actual photo or not,
9.5 times out of 10, it was rendered using V-Ray.

Pros:
- Un matched rendering capabilities
- Real time update within each software (Revit, Sketchup, 3DS Max, etc etc.)
- Ability to create photorealistic Materials
- Hybrid rendering engine (option to use gpu and cpu at the same time)
- Distributive Rendering feature (V-Rays render farm)

Cons:
- Little bit of a learning curve.
- Takes a bit to get a photorealistic image.
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risVR is a fully immersive collaboration tool that allows you to explore
your 3D files with your coworkers and all parties involved in the
project no matter where they are. 					
						

Pros:
- Multiuser Meetings
- Ability to pull BIM information from models
- Works with a wide variety of CAD Software and FBX, OBJ files
- Ability to create markups, annotations and call outs inside VR
- Ability to listen and speak to others inside a VR Meeting

Cons:
- Visual quality could be enhanced (not really what they are
focused on)
- No real-time model updates from Revit
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art of the AEC Collection, 3ds Max is a very
powerful 3D modeling, animation and rendering
software. There is a steep learning curve if
you have never used a 3D modeling software
before, but the results you can achieve for
arch viz are unmatched. You have the ability

to link Revit files into a scene and utilize the full power of 3ds
Max. V-Ray is the rendering engine of choice when rendering
stills and animations inside 3ds Max. 3ds Max also comes
with its own game engine that you have the option to send
your files to called 3ds Max Interactive. 			
							

Pros:
- Powerful texturing and modeling features. UV
Mapping, Substance and V-Ray Material support.
- Great animation tools
- Ability to link in Revit and Civil 3d models into scene
- Option to utilize Max Interactive (Autodesk game
engine like Unreal or Unity)

Cons:
- Steep learning curve
- Takes a bit to get a photorealistic image or animation
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REVI
evizto is a real-time issue tracking software for architecture,
engineering and construction with a focus on collaboration and
BIM project coordination. Revizto unifies BIM intelligence and
makes it immediately accessible and actionable for the entire
project team. With Revizto’s advanced Issue Tracker, project team
members can identify and manage model-based issues in the

3D space and on 2D sheets, including addressing clash groups from Navisworks.
Additionally, Revizto allows users to follow progress or resolve challenges in real
time all while on any device and in VR!

Pros:
- Advanced Issue Tracking features
- Collaborate with a large amount of people
- Playable exe file export for windows and mac
- Pull BIM information for any object
- Sync with cloud to get model changes

Cons:
- Rendering quality could be better (this is not what Revizto was built for)
- Cloud based
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risVR is a fully immersive collaboration tool that allows you to explore
your 3D files with your coworkers and all parties involved in the
project no matter where they are. 					
						

Pros:
- Ability to pull BIM Information from objects in the scene
- Easy to use
- One click VR capablities
- Integreats into Max Interactive
- Saves all the views created in Revit into exe file

Cons:
- No real-time model updates from Revit
- Time consuming to generate the playable walkthrough
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WHAT’S THE BEST
SOLUTION FOR ME?
As is the case in most software scenarios, it depends which feature sets are most important to you.
Several key differentiators for the above Visualization solutions that pertain to the AEC Industry involve
real-rendering, collaboration, markup tools, ease of use, VR capablilites and pricing.
Most tools have some sort of free trial available, but with a potentially steep learning curve, it’s worth
doing your research upfront in order to make your initial selection the right one. As fast as the industry
is evolving, it’s also worth trying to select a toolset with a promising outlook for innovation.

Learning Curve
Collaboration
Real Time
model updates
Render Quality
VR Capabilites
Out of the box
content
Animation
Compatibility
with other
software
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Conclusion

e have discussed some of the main pros and cons between the different software and plugins
that are available today. There are still more plugins out there and more plugins being developed
that we did not cover. We have only covered some of the more popular ones. Every plugin
or standalone software has their strong points and their downsides to them. This paper was
written to help shed some light on these features and help give you a better overview of what
each one does and to help make your decision a little bit easier when you start looking into

visualization tools.

V-Ray: https://www.chaosgroup.com/
Enscape: https://enscape3d.com/
Fuzor: https://www.kalloctech.com/index.jsp
Lumion: https://lumion.com/
3ds Max: https://www.autodesk.com/products/3ds-max/overview
Revizto: https://revizto.com/en/
IrisVR: https://irisvr.com/’
Autodesk Live: https://www.autodesk.com/products/revit-live/overview
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